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   Technology may be broadly defined as the sum of methods used in the 

production of materials to meet human needs. Conceived thus, technology 

grows mainly through the accumulation of empirical knowledge and there is 
little relationship between technology and science. At least this was the pattern 

until the end of the Middle Ages. Prior to modern times, the transfer of tech-

nology was realised chiefly through the recruitment of skillful craftsmen. 

   Ancient science was transferred to the Islamic world through translations. 

It was further enhanced by notable Islamic contributions, and later transferred 

back to Europe, again by means of translations. During the Middle Ages, there 

was no major difference in the understanding of science in the East and in the 

West. The scientific revolution triggered a radical change. 

   With the scientific revolution, interaction between science and technology 

gradually intensified until towards the middle of the 19th century, when the two 
became inseparable. Empirical apprehension no longer sufficed for producing 

and applying technology effectively. The time span between scientific inven-

tions and their industrial applications shrank dramatically. William Perkin's 

discovery of the first synthetic dye in 1856, and its use in industrial production 

during the same year is a telling example. Science thus became essential to the 

development and the use of new technologies. 

   Prodded by military defeats, the Ottoman Empire tried from the mid-17th 

century to keep up with Western technological innovations. Its focus on adopt-

ing Western technology led it to ignore the scientific roots of this technology ; 

the mere transfer of techniques was thought sufficient. This attitude emerged 

even more clearly at the turn of the 19th century. 

   The first Turkish printing house was founded in 1727 by Ibrahim 

Miiteferrika. Most of the publications in the early years of the printing house 

were history books or dictionaries. In 1732, some science books were also 

published, such as the Miiteferrika's Fiiyuzat-z mzknatzsiyye (Usefulness of 
magnetism) and Katip Celebi's Cihannitma (Geography and astronomy). Between 

1792-1794, Miiteferrika's printing house published translations of three books 

on military technology by the French marshall Sebastian le Prestre de Vauban
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Fig. 1 A plate from Vauban's Fenn-i lagam (Mining techniques) (left) and a plate from Belidor's 
      Fenn-i harb (War techniques) (right). 

(1633-1707) and Bernard Forest de Belidor (1697-1761) : the Fenn-i lagim and 
Usiul-i harbiyye from Vauban's Traite de mines and Traite de l'attaque; and the 

Fenn-i harb from Belidor's Traite de siege (Fig. 1). 

Medicine 

   European medical knowledge of Renaissance entered in the 17' century as 

the anatomy book Risale-i tesrih-i ebdan (Treatise on the anatomy of human 

body, 1632) reveals. This book by Semseddin Itaki, includes some features of 

16th century of European anatomists such as Andreas Vesalius and Juan de 

Valverde de Hamusco. Paracelsus' views on medicine and chemistry were 

introduced with a delay of 150 years by the Ottoman physicians Salih b. 

Nasrullah (d. 1699), Omer Sinan el-Izniki (18th century), Dervish Omer Sifai (d. 

1742), and Ali Efendi (18th century). As a result, a movement called tzbb-1 cedid 

(new medicine), highly influenced by Paracelsian medicine, emerged. Sanizade 
Ataullah Efendi's (1771-1826) book Mir dtiu'l-ebddn fi te$rih-i azd'il-insan 

(Mirror of bodies and the anatomy of human organs), compiled from Western 
medical writings, was published in 1820 (Fig. 2). Thus a bifurcation appeared 

between the "old medicine" based on the Islamic medical tradition, and the "new 

medicine" introduced from Europe through translations and compilations. 
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Fig. 2 Two anatomical plates from $anizade Ataullah Efendi's boon Mir'dtu'l-ebddn fi te~rih-i 
       azd'il-insan (Mirror of bodies and the anatomy of human organs, 1820). Human skeleton 

      (left) and circulatory system (right). 

   The teaching of modern medicine started in the Tiphane-i Amire (School of 

Medicine), which was founded in 1827. This school was reorganized in 1839 

under the name of Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i Sahane (Imperial School of Medicine). 

Instruction there started in French, and French books were used directly until 

1871, when Turkish was designated as the official language. From then on, the 

number of printed medical books in Turkish increased rapidly. The foundation 

of the Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i Mulkiye (Civil School of Medicine) in 1867, where 

teaching was given in Turkish, played an important role in the formation of 

Turkish medical literature.

Mathematics 

   Towards the end of the 18th century, the Muhendishane-i Bahri-i Humayun 

(Imperial School of Naval Engineering) and the Muhendishane-i Berri-i 

Humayun (Imperial School of Military Engineering) were established in 1775 

and 1793 respectively. During these years, experts in shipbuilding, fortification, 

artillery and warfare were recruited from France. The printing house of the 

Imperial School of Military Engineering, established in 1797, started publishing
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works on mathematical sciences and engineering. Logaritma cedveli (Tables of 

logarithms), Humbara cedveli (Tables of bombardment) and Usiul-i hendese 

(Elements of geometry) were published in 1798 (Fig. 3). The latter was translated 

by Huseyin Rifki Efendi from John Bonnycastle's English text. Huseyin Rifki 

made other translations and compilations from the same author. Until 1806, 

about five books on geometry and trigonometry were published, and some were 

reprinted. The number of printed books on science and technology was small 

when compared with the total number of books published on various subjects. 

About one hundred copies of each were printed, since these were meant to be 

used as textbooks. 

   From mid-19t' century onwards, as the number of secondary schools 

increased, many books on mathematics were printed and used in secondary 

education. However, there was little by way of research and original contribu-

Fig. 3 The first page of Logaritma cedavili (Tables of logarithms) 
Naval Academy in 1852 (left) and a sample page (right).

published for the Imperial
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      Fig. 4 The title page of the Linear algebra (1882) (left) and a sample page (right). 

tions in mathematics. Huseyin Tevfik Pash from Vidin (1832-1901) was one of 

the few persons who made original contributions in mathematics. His book 

titled Linear algebra was published in English in Istanbul in 1882 (1St edition) and 

1892 (2nd edition) (Fig. 4).

Astronomy 

   The first book introducing modern astronomy to the Ottoman world was 

Tezkireci Kose Ibrahim Efendi's translation of the French astronomer Noel 

Durret's (d. 1650) astronomical tables. The translation was completed between 

the years 1660-64 and named Sajanjal al aflak fi ghayat al-idrak (The mirror of 

the heavens and the purpose of perception). The second work introducing 

modern astronomy to Ottoman readers was al-Dimashki's work based on 

Janszoon Blaeu's work in Latin, briefly known as the Atlas major. Blaeu's 

geographical work was presented in 1668 to Sultan Mehmed IV, who then 
ordered its translation. Al-Dimashki started the translation in 1675 and com-

pleted it in 1685. These two works introduced the concept and principles of the 
"new astronomy" indirectly and in a general way . 

   These were followed by translations of Atlas coelestis and Geographica
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generalis by Bernhard Varenius in 1733 and 1751 respectively. The latter was 
translated under the title of Tercume-i kitab-i Cografya (Translation of the book 

of geography). All these translations were not printed, and remained in manu-

script form. Katip celebi's geography book titled Cihannuma was published in 

1732 by Ibrahim Miiteferrika, who discussed modern astronomy and gave 

detailed information on the heliocentric system in the supplement that he 

appended to the printed version. 

   As the Zij (Astronomical tables) of Ulugh Bey was judged inadequate in 

reckoning time and for preparing the calendar, various astronomical tables were 

translated and used in the 17th and 18th centuries, beginning with those of Noel 

Durret. The translation of the astronomical tables of Alexis Claude Clairaut, 

Jacques Cassini and Joseph Lalande followed in 1664, 1767, 1772, and 1826, 

respectively. Clairaut's table tracked the movements of the moon, and was 

translated under the title of Rasad-i kamer (Observations of the moon).

   Modern astronomy was taught in the imperial engineering schools. The 

lectures of Huseyin Rifki, one of the chief instructors of the Imperial School of 

Military Engineering, were published in 1831 under the title Medhal fi'l-cografya 

(Introduction to geography). Mecmua-i ulum-i riyaziye (Compendium of mathe-
matical sciences) by Hodja Ishak Efendi (1748-1836), chief instructor at the same 

school, was published between 1830-1834 in four volumes. 250 pages of the 

fourth volume were devoted to astronomy. While books introducing modern 

astronomy were printed and used in the educational institutions in the 

beginning of the 19th century, an Arabic book on "old astronomy", namely the 

Fethiye of Ali Ku$cu (15th century), was translated into Turkish and printed in 

1824 in the printing house of the Imperial School of Military Engineering. For 

a while, then, the old and the new astronomy coexisted side by side.

Physics 

   The earliest printed book on physics was the Mebahis-i fenn-i buhar 

(Articles on Steam Technology, 1854), translated by Mehmet Salih Pasha for use 

at the Mekteb-i Bahriye (Naval Academy). Another book, the Ilm-i cerr-i eskal 

(Mechanics, 1862) by Mehmed Tahir Pasha, was used as a textbook at the 

Mekteb-i Harbiye (Imperial School of Military Arts) (Figs. 5 and 6). Both works 

dealt with practical knowledge. The first book on general physics was the Usiul-

i hikmet-i tabiiye (Elements of physics), by the chemist Dervi~ Pasha (1817-1879). 

Printed in two volumes in 1864 (Fig. 7), this book consisted of 454 pages and 

included 24 plates (Fig. 8). It is clear that this book was used as a textbook in 

several schools, since a second edition was published in 1870. It also contained
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Fig. 5 The title page (left) and the first page (right) of Ilm-i cerri-i eskal (Mechanics, 1862).

Fig. 6 Plate V from Ilm-i cerr-i eskal (Mechanics). Lithography.
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Fig. 7 Chemist Dervi~ Pasha (1817-1879).

Fig. 8 Steam engine (Plate XII) from Usul-i hikmet-i tabiiye (Physics, 1870)
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information about steam and steam engines. 

   The Traite elementaire de physique, by the French physicist A. Ganot, was 

translated under the title of Ilm-i hikmet-i tabiiye (Physics) by Antranik 

Kirkciyan, an instructor at the Mekteb-i Tibbiye-i Shane (Imperial School of 

Medicine). It first appeared in three volumes in 1876, and a second edition was 

published between 1886-1891. 
   The Kavaid-i tahavvi'lat fi harekdt-i zerrat (Variation rules in the movements 

of particles, 1882) by Ali Sedad Bey introduced the subject of thermodynamics. 

Ilm-i hikmet-i tabiiye (Physics, 1886), was translated from a text by H. Gossen by 

Ahmed Tevfik Bey, one of the teachers of the Imperial School of Medicine (Fig. 

9) and dealt with acoustics and geometrical optics (mirrors and lenses). Major Ali 

Riza Bey, one of the teachers of the Hendese-i Miulkiye (School of Civil Engineer-

ing) and the Imperial School of Military Arts wrote the two-volume Fenn-i 

mihanik-i riyazi ve makineler (Rational mechanics and machines, 1890) (Fig. 10). 

   Just after the discovery of X-rays by W. Konrad Rontgen (1845-1923) in 

1895, Esad Feyzi (1874-1902), assistant in medical physics in the Imperial School 

of Medicine, obtained X-rays with some apparatus in the physics laboratory. He 

used these rays during the 1897 Ottoman-Greek War to detect the bullets and

Fig. 9 Two pages from Ilm-i hikmet-i tabiiye (Physics, 1886) (Left p. 291 ; right p. 308).
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Fig. 10 The title page of the first volume of Fenn-i mihanik-i riyazi ve makineler (Rational 
mechanics and machines, 1890) (left) and a sample page (right p. 169).

fractures in soldiers' bones. However, the book he wrote in 1898 about the use 

of X-rays in war surgery went unpublished. 

   About fifteen books on physics were published in the 19th century. These 

were either translations of, or compilations from, French sources.

Chemistry 

   The fourth volume of Hodja Ishak Efendi's Mecmua, introduced modern 

chemistry. This 25-page text was based on Antoine Laurent Lavoisier's (1743-

1794) Traite elementaire de chimie (1789). Although chemical formulas and 

equations started to be used in Europe from 1815 onwards, these were not 

included in Hodja Ishak Efendi's text. The text is notable, though, for its 

attempts to forge a chemical terminology in Ottoman Turkish. 

   Usul-i kimya (Elements of chemistry, 1848) by Dervi~ Pasha (1817 - 1879) 

was the first chemistry book published in Turkey, and dealt with general and 

inorganic chemistry (Fig. 11). The author studied chemistry and mining 

engineering in London and Paris, and succeeded in summarizing the chemical 

knowledge of the time. In his book, the symbols for the chemical elements and 

the chemical formulas were based on the system of Jons Jacob Berzelius (1779-
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Fig. 11 The title 

1848).
page (left) and the first page (right) of Usi2l-i kimya (Elements of chemistry,

1848) (Fig. 12). By contrast, the equations for chemical reactions were written 

schematically, in a totally different manner than those encountered in European 

texts. In these equations, Dervis Pasha represented chemical substances with 

words instead of chemical formulas, and used arrows to depict the interrela-

tionships of elements contained in the reactant substances (Figs. 13 & 14). This 

book was the only chemistry textbook used for about 20 years, and it played an 

important role in the establishment of Turkish chemical terminology. 

   Aziz Bey of Crimea (1840-1878), a leading figure in the movement to teach 

medicine in Turkish, was also the author of Kimya-yi tibbi (Medical chemistry, 

vol. 1, 1868, vol. 2, 1871), so titled because it was meant to be a textbook for the 

Civil School of Medicine. With separate volumes devoted to nonmetals and 

metals, this was the most comprehensive work on inorganic chemistry written in 

Turkish (Fig. 15). Aziz Bey compiled this work from various French chemistry 

books. He relied especially on Adolph Wiirtz's (1817-1884) treatise, a work
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Fig. 12 The table of elements and symbols in UsIil-i kimya (Elements of chemistry, 
and formulas of iron compounds according to Berzelius (right).

1848) (left)

Fig. 13 Two pages showing chemical 
1848) (Left p. 152, right p. 212).

equations from Usul-i kimya (Elements of chemistry,
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Fig. 14 Chemical equations from Usul-i kimya (Elements of chemistry, 1848). The hydrolysis 
of phosphorous pentachloride (above) and the oxidation of sodium iodide by sulfuric 
acid (below). The equations written in bold characters show the contemporary way of 
writing. 
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Fig. 15 The first page of the first volume of Kimya-yi tibbi (Medical chemistry, 1868) (left) and 
a page showing laboratory equipment (right p. 54).

which mirrored the chemical knowledge of the time. Ample space was given to 

the spectroscope and to spectral analysis, and a colored plate of the emission 

spectra of alkali metals was also inserted (Fig. 16). The chemical terminology 

proposed by Dervis Pasha was further developed and systematized. On the other 
hand, as one expression of the emotional rejection of medical teaching in French, 

the Latin characters symbolizing chemical elements were replaced with Arabic 

characters (Fig. 17). All the formulas and the equations were written with these 

symbols following Berzelius' method (Fig. 18). The followers of Aziz Bey 

subsequently continued to use symbols derived from Arabic characters. 

   Another essential work was the Jim-i kimya-yi gayr-i uzvi-i tibbi (Inorganic 

medical chemistry, vol. 1, 1892; vol. 2, 1894) written by Dr. Vasil Naum Bey 

(1855-1915), professor of chemistry at the Imperial School of Medicine. This 
work presented the tables of elements with French names and the symbols in 

Latin characters, and all formulas and equations in Arabic characters. For the
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Fig. 16 Two pages on spectroscope and spectral analysis from the second volume of Kimya-yi 
tibbi (Medical chemistry, 1871) (Left p. 192, right p. 193).

first time in Turkish chemical history, stoichiometric calculations, solubility 

curves and a periodic table were given (Fig. 19). However, the periodic table was 

not followed in the study of chemical elements. 

   In 1901, Ali Riza Bey published a major book on organic chemistry under 

the title Kimya-yi uzvi (Organic chemistry) (Fig. 20). Its formulas and equations 

were written with symbols in Arabic characters. The work discussed cis-trans 

isomerism and stereoisomer compounds, and introduced the corresponding 

formulas. 

   From the end of the 19th century, symbols in Latin characters began to 

appear in books compiled or translated outside the medical schools. Later on, a 

third way emerged, in which symbols and equations in both Arabic and Latin 

characters were used concurrently (Fig. 21). From the end of the 19th century, 

German academic influence accelerated the use of Latin symbols in chemistry. 

However, it was only after the adoption of the Latin alphabet in 1928 that the 

simultaneous use of Arabic and Latin symbols was finally eliminated.
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           Fig. 17 Table of elements and symbols in Arabic characters in the 
                  first volume of Kimya-yi tibbi (Medical chemistry, 1868). The 

                   symbols in Latin characters placed in the right column are 
                  added by the author. 

   Most nations using scripts other then Latin adopted Berzelius' symbols 

without any change. The Ottomans, however, followed a different course, and 

derived chemical symbols from the Arabic alphabet as well. Today, among the 

nations using the Arabic script, it is only in Libya that this Ottoman tradition 

survives (Fig. 22). 

   Even when coverage began to spread across such different fields such as 

astronomy, zoology, botany, geology, and physics, the greatest number of books 

published in the 19th century remained focused on chemistry. Most of these 

books were either directly translated or compiled from French works. From the 

end of tl3e, 19th century, however German influence made itself felt, as the 

number of Ottomans studying chemistry in Germany gradually increased, and in 
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Fig. 18 Symbols and the chemical equations in Arabic characters in Kimya-yi tibbi (Medical 
chemistry). The equations written in bold characters show the contemporary way of 
writing.
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Fig. 19 The periodic table in the second 

medical chemistry, 1894) (p. 21).

volume of Ilm-i kimya-yi gayr-i uzvi-i tibbi (Inorganic

Fig. 20 The title 

1901).
page (left) and some formulas (right) in Kimya-yi uzvi (Organic chemistry,
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Fig. 21 The formulas and equations in Arabic and Latin characters written in parallel from Ilm-i 
       kimyadan kimya-yi ma'deni ve kimya-yi uzvi (Inorganic and organic chemistry, 1901). 

1915, German instructors began to teach at the Dariulfiinun. 

   Three Turkish students graduated in Europe with doctoral degrees in 

chemistry. Joseph Zanni (1854-1934) studied with Robert Bunsen, and sub-

mitted his doctoral thesis in 1876 (Fig. 23). He opened the first private chemistry 

laboratory in Turkey in 1891. Halil Edhem (Eldem ; 1861-1938) obtained his 

doctorate from Bern University in 1885; and Mehmet Arif (1865-?) who worked 

with Jacob Volhard (1834-1910) obtained his degree from Halle University in 

1891 (Figs. 24 & 25). Mehmet Arif published his thesis in Annalen der Chemie.* 

 * Uber a-$-Dibromisovaleriansaure, Ann., 280, 259-262 (1894). 
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Fig. 22 The title page (left) and the chemical equations written with symbols in Arabic 
characters in a chemistry textbook published in Libya in 1991.

Fig. 23 Joseph Zanni (1854-1934).
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Fig. 24 Mehmed Arif in a dissertation in Halle University 
(Germany, 15 March 1889). Left to right Dr. F. 
Henke, Mehmed Arif and Dr. H. Steffeck.

Fig. 25 The cover page of Mehmed Arif's Ph D 
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Geology 

   The fourth volume of Hodja Ishak Efendi's Mecmua included a short chapter 

on geology which, reflecting contemporary thinking, presented volcanic phe-

nomena as the cause of earthquakes. 

   Ali Fethi Efendi (d. 1857-58) compiled the Ilm-i tabakatiu'l-arz (Geology, 

1852-53), the first book fully devoted to geology. The work was a Turkish 

rendering of an Arabic translation of a French work. A colored plate of geo-

logical time periods was appended. A few years later, Ibrahim Edhem Pa$a 

(1818-1893), the first Turkish mining engineer, published a series of articles 
under the title of "Medhal-i ilm-i jeoloji ve ilm-i maadin" (Introduction to 

geology and mineralogy) in the Mecmua-i funiun (Journal of sciences, 1862). In 
these articles the author introduced modern geology into Turkey. 

   Abdullah Bey (1799-1874), a native Hungarian, taught geology in the 

Imperial School of Medicine. The textbook that he wrote in French was later 

translated into Turkish by his assistant Ibrahim Lutfi (Pasha) under the title of 

Ilmu'l-arz ve'l-,naadin (Geology and mineralogy, 1875). This 584-page book was 

made up of four sections : 1. mineralogy and petrography, 2. lithogenesis, 3. 

stratigraphy and paleontology, 4. dynamic geology. The book reflected the 

influence of Elie de Beaumont (1798-1874), a representative figure in French 

geology, and summarized the contemporary state of the field. The treatise of the 
French geologist A. de Lapparent was also translated by Ibrahim Liltfi Bey 

under the title of Jim-i arz (Geology, 1889-90). 

   Halil Edhem Bey (1861-1938), the son of Ibrahim Edhem Pa$a, was educated 

in Vienna and Bern, and received his doctorate in chemistry. Upon returning to 

Turkey, he taught geology in various schools, and published a book called Ilm-

i maadin ve tabakatii'l-arz (Mineralogy and geology, 1889-90) (Fig. 26). This 

work was important in that it reflected the views of the Austrian school of 

geology, based as it was on the books of his teachers Hochstetter and F. Toula. A 

colored geological map of Europe was also added. Halil Edhem's book differed 

from previously publications in that it also included information about Turkey. 

With its clear style, beautiful figures, and lucid organization, this work could be 

used as a textbook even today. Halil Edhem Bey translated Hochstetter and 

Bisching's geology book under the title of Muhtasar ilm-i tabakatiu'l-arz (Concise 

book on geology). This book first appeared in 1901, and the revised second 

edition was published in 1905-6. 

   Foreign research on Turkey's geological features greatly increased in the 

19th century. Original research on this topic was conducted by Abdullah Bey, 

who published his results in various European scientific journals. A fossil which 

he found, the Cryphaeus (Trilobites) Abdullahi Vern, was named in his honor by 
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Fig. 26 The title page of the Ilm-i Maadin ve tabakatu'l-arz (Mineralogy and geology, 
(left) and a sample page (right p. 11).

1889-90)

the French paleontologist E. de Verneuil.

Zoology 

   Modern zoology was an auxiliary branch of medical, veterinarian and 

pharmaceutical education. Special emphasis was thus given in zoology texts to 

medical zoology. Zoology became an independent field at the Faculty of Science 

of Istanbul University during the Republican period, that is, in the 1920s. 

   The first zoology book in Turkey was written in French by Abdullah Bey 

(1779-1875), an instructor at the Imperial School of Medicine. This work was 
translated into Turkish by his assistant Ali Ra~it Bey, when medical instruction 

switched to Turkish, and it appeared in 1876 in Istanbul under the title Fenn-i 

hayvanat-i tibbiye (Medical zoology). This 500-page book explained animal 

systematics, and also described the microscope and its use; 354 pages were 

devoted to invertebrates. This book was based on French and German writings, 

and presented up-to-date scientific research. 

   The Ilm-i hayvanat (Zoology) by Huseyin Remzi Bey (1839-1896), instructor 

at the Imperial School of Medicine, was based on the theories of George Cuvier. 

Published in 1873, it was the first extensive zoological treatise translated into
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Turkish from a European language. Later on, Remzi Bey translated Bouguillon's 

book, thus presenting Lamarck's ideas for the first time in Turkish. He also 

inserted some personal views. This translation was published in 1876 under the 

title of Tarih-i tabii-i tibbi. Kzsm-z evvel : ilm-i hayvanat (Medical natural history. 

Part I : zoology). In 1889, he went on to publish the Diiri2s-i ilm-i hayvanat-i 

tibbiye (Medical zoology lectures) in order to introduce students to recent 

discoveries in zoology. The first volume of Huseyin Remzi Bey's three-volume 

Ilm-i hayvanat-i tibbiye (Medical zoology, 1893) dealt with general zoology . The 
second volume was devoted to invertebrates and parasitology, and the third 

volume to vertebrates. Here too, he included his own observations and the 

results of research carried out in Turkey. 

   Huseyin Remzi Bey was thus a key figure in the promotion of modern and 

medical zoology in Turkey during the last quarter of the 19th century . His 
student Hulusi Ra5it Bey (1862-1936) published a variety of zoology books 

based on French works in the beginning of the 20th century. 

   Another important zoology book in three volumes titled Ilm-i hayvanat-i 

tzbbiye ve ziraiye (Medical and agricultural zoology) was published in 1912-1913 

by Ismail Hakki Bey (1873-1939), instructor at the Military Veterinary School

Fig. 27 The title page of the first volume of Ilm-i hayvanat-i tibbiye ve ziraiye (Medical and 
agricultural zoology, 1912) (left) and a sample page from the same volume (right p. 267).
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(Askeri Baytar Mektebi) (Fig. 27). He used several French sources, among them 

the Traite de zoologie medicale et agricole by A. Railliet, his teacher in France.

Botany 

   Although there were six pages on botany in the fourth volume of Ishak 

Efendi's Mecmua, the first Ottoman botany book was the Elemens de botanique 

(1842) by Karl Ambros Bernard (1808-1844), director at the Imperial School of 

Medicine (Fig. 28). This book was based on A. Richard's (1794-1852) two French 

treatises published in 1838 and 1839. Elemens de botanique dealt with general 

botanical subjects, and pharmaceutical botany as well. Bernard chose to publish 

it in French, since this was the language of instruction at the Imperial School of 

Medicine. 

   The first botany book in Turkish, the Ilm-i nebatat-i tibbiye (Medical botany) 

appeared only in 1885, after the language of medical teaching was changed to 

Turkish (Fig. 29). It was a translation by Mehmed Ali Pasha (1834-1914), a 

botany teacher at the civil and military medical schools of a work by the French 

botanist D. Cauvet. Mehmed Ali Pasha also translated another book by Cauvet 

and published it in 1900 under the title Kitabiu'l-nebatat (The book of plants).

Fig. 28 The title page of Eldmens de botanique (Elements of botany, 1842) (left) and Plate I.
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Fig. 29 Two sample pages from Ilm-i nebatat-i tibbiye (Medical botany, 1875) (Left Vol. 1, p. 
        43; Vol. 2, p. 406). 

   The few botany books that circulated in the 19th century generally dealt 

with pharmaceutical botany, since they were used to teach medicine and 

pharmacy. An early example is the Nebatat-i saydelaniye (Pharmaceutical 

botany, 1910) written by Esad Serefeddin Koprulu (1866-1943), a botany teacher 

in the faculties of medicine and science of Istanbul University. This book was 

based on French sources. He also published Ilm-i nebatat (Botany, 1912), a 

textbook of general botany (Fig. 30). 

   From the beginning of the 18th century onwards, then, the Ottomans fol-

lowed technological and scientific progress in Europe through translations 

mainly from the French. Knowledge thus passed to them with about a 10-15 

year delay, although sometimes this interval was as short as five years. The 
military and technical schools were generally the most important channels of 

transfer, and until the 1870s the focus remained fixed on military technology 

and engineering. Notable exceptions were $anizade Ataullah Efendi's work on 

medicine (1820), Ali Fethi Efendi's treatise on geology (1852-3), Dervis Pasha's 

texts on chemistry (1848) and physics (1864), and Hodja Ishak Efendi's broad 

compendium (1830-34).
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     Fig. 30 Two sample pages from Ilm-i nebatat (Botany, 1912) (Left p. 13; right p. 239). 

   Beginning in 1870s, when the teaching of medicine switched to Turkish, the 

number of books on geology, botany, zoology and chemistry grew significantly. 

Secondary education, which became widespread during the last quarter of the 

19th century, contributed to this growth. However, most of these works ap-

proached the basic sciences with an eye toward practical applications. For 
example, except for the books by Dervis Pasha and Aziz Bey, general chemistry 

figured only briefly, if at all, in chemistry texts. Publications on organic and 

analytical chemistry, on the other hand, increased since these were useful for 

medicine. 

   Undergraduate education in mathematics and the basic sciences began in 

the Dariilfiinun (University of Istanbul), founded in 1900. It started as a science 

program, and later spread into different branches. The chemistry program 
began in 1917, and programs for other branches were born in the 1920s. 

   We find little original scientific research on basic sciences in the 19th 

century. The exceptions are three Ph. D. theses in chemistry completed in 

Europe, Abdullah Bey's researches on geology and paleontology, and Tevfik 

Pasha's contributions in mathematics. In the second half of the 19th century, 

journals of medicine and pharmacy began to appear, and these included articles 
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on chemistry, zoology and botany. 1911 saw the publication of Gent kimyager 

(Young chemist), the first journal dedicated to chemistry as a basic science. 
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